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Abstract17

The chemical composition of erupted basalts provides a record of the18

thermo-chemical state of their source region and the melting conditions that19

lead to their formation. Here we present the first probabilistic inversion20

framework capable of inverting both trace and major element data of mafic21

volcanic rocks to constrain mantle potential temperature, depth of melting,22

and major and trace element source composition. The inversion strategy is23

based on the combination of i) a two-phase multi-component reactive trans-24

port model, ii) a thermodynamic solver for the evolution of major elements25

and mineral/liquid phases, (iii) a disequilibrium model of trace element par-26

titioning and iv) an adaptive Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. The27

mechanical and chemical evolution of melt and solid residue are therefore28

modelled in an internally- and thermodynamically-consistent manner.29

We illustrate the inversion approach and its sensitivity to relevant model30

parameters with a series of numerical experiments with increasing level of31
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complexity. We show the benefits and limitations of using major and trace32

element compositions separately before demonstrating the advantages of a33

joint inversion. We show that such joint inversion has great sensitivity to34

mantle temperature, pressure range of melting and composition of the source,35

even when realistic uncertainties are assigned to both data and predictions.36

We further test the reliability of the approach on a real dataset from a well-37

characterised region: the Rio Grande Rift in western North America. We38

obtain estimates of mantle potential temperature (∼ 1340 oC), lithospheric39

thickness (∼ 60 km) and source composition that are in excellent agreement40

with numerous independent geochemical and geophysical estimates. In par-41

ticular, this study suggests that the basalts in this region originated from a42

moderately hot upwelling and include the contribution from a slightly de-43

pleted source that experienced a small degree of melt or fluid metasomatism.44

This component is likely associated with partial melting of the lower portions45

of the lithosphere. The flexibility of both the melting model and inversion46

scheme developed here makes the approach widely applicable to assessing47

the thermo-chemical structure and evolution of the lithosphere-asthenosphere48

system and paves the way for truly joint geochemical-geophysical inversions.49

Keywords:50

joint major and trace element inversion, disequilibrium melting, reactive51

transport, thermodynamic melting model, trace element partitioning,52

adaptive Markov chain Monte Carlo inversion53
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1. Introduction54

Most volcanism observed on Earth is the result of partial melting in the55

mantle. The compositions of these melts, as well as that of the residual man-56

tle, carry valuable information on the composition of the source rock and57

on the pressure and temperature (P-T) conditions of melting (e.g. Hofmann58

and Feigenson, 1983; Michard and Albarède, 1986; Richter, 1986; Navon and59

Stolper, 1987; McKenzie and O’Nions, 1991; Feigenson et al., 1996; Zou,60

1997). One of the simplest approaches to extract this information is the61

analysis and modelling of the trace element contents of primitive melts and62

their residues (e.g. Gast, 1968; Minster and Allègre, 1978; Albarède, 1983;63

McKenzie and O’Nions, 1991; Liu and Liang, 2017; Brown et al., 2020; Zou,64

1997). This is mainly due to: i) trace elements are highly sensitive to specific65

aspects of the melting process; ii) their modelling is simple, as they can be66

assumed to behave as solutes in ideal solutions; and iii) their compositional67

range is not as restricted or interdependent as that of major elements. In68

contrast, the chemical behaviour of major elements during melting is sub-69

stantially more complicated to model, requiring sophisticated empirical pa-70

rameterizations or, preferably, full thermodynamic modelling. Despite these71

complexities, it is clearly desirable to be able to include both major and trace72

element information into melting models, as they carry important and com-73

plementary information on melting conditions and regimes. For instance,74

trace elements offer invaluable information on melting processes resulting75

from low-degree partial melting, something major elements are not very sen-76

sitive to. However, when the degree of melting is large or our interest is the77

thermodynamics of magmatic processes, major elements become more infor-78
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mative. Furthermore, major element distributions influence the mineralogy79

of the source rock during melting, which in turn controls trace element par-80

titioning. Perhaps more importantly, the characterization of both melts and81

residues in terms of major elements allows us to predict lithologies and their82

bulk physical properties (e.g. density, seismic velocity, electrical conductiv-83

ity), which paves the way for joint studies of the upper mantle that combine84

geochemical, geophysical and/or geodynamic techniques.85

There are two main approaches for interpreting compositional data in86

terms of melting conditions: forward and inverse modelling. In the forward87

approach, a specific model of mantle melting is devised and used to make88

predictions of a number of relevant rock properties, such as bulk composition89

or mineral assemblage. By comparing these model predictions with observed90

values, the validity of the melting model and its fundamental assumptions91

are assessed in a trial-and-error manner. In the inverse approach, a quanti-92

tative assessment of the likelihood of the melting model and the parameters93

controlling its predictions is performed according to their ability to explain94

the observed data. An error (or cost) function that measures the discrepan-95

cies between model predictions and observations is formally defined and used96

by an algorithm to guide the inversion towards optimal models in terms of97

their data-fit characteristics. In the so-called deterministic inversions, the98

error function is minimised to obtain a single best-fitting or optimal model.99

This is the strategy followed, for instance, in the classic works of Minster100

and Allègre (1978), Albarède (1983), and McKenzie and O’Nions (1991).101

In contrast, probabilistic inversions (also known as statistical or Bayesian)102

consider the model parameters to be random variables described by probabil-103
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ity distributions (Kaipio and Somersalo, 2005; Tarantola, 2005). Rather than104

producing a single best-fitting model, the task of a probabilistic inversion is105

to obtain a complete probability distribution over the parameters of interest106

by combining observations and available prior information. This distribution107

is referred to as the posterior distribution and constitutes the most general108

solution to an inverse problem.109

While probabilistic inversions have been popular in geophysics for over110

three decades, only a few recent studies have applied them in the context111

of mantle melting (e.g. Liu and Liang, 2017; Kimura, 2017; Brown et al.,112

2020). In particular, thermodynamically-constrained disequilibrium treat-113

ments of both major and trace elements in melts and residues have not yet114

been attempted. Perhaps more importantly, comprehensive assessments of115

both data and model uncertainties, and their impact on interpretations re-116

garding the nature of melting in the mantle, remain largely unexplored. Yet,117

this information is crucial to assessing the validity of interpretations and as-118

sumptions about melting in the mantle, as well as to devise new techniques119

to reduce uncertainty in our interpretations.120

In this paper, we present a new approach that combines a thermodynamically-121

constrained disequilibrium model of mantle melting with a probabilistic in-122

version scheme. We use this approach to explore the individual and joint123

sensitivity of major and trace elements in basaltic rocks to i) the pressure124

and temperature conditions of melting and ii) trace and major element com-125

position of the source, accounting for both data and model uncertainties.126

In what follows, we first describe the melting model and briefly explore its127

general behaviour in terms of predicted trace and major element composi-128
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tions of melts and residues. We then outline the Bayesian strategy adopted129

to invert trace and major element compositions of primitive volcanic rocks130

for melting conditions and source composition. We illustrate the benefits131

and limitations of our approach with a set of representative numerical exam-132

ples. We further test the approach on a well-studied real data set from the133

Rio Grande Rift, where abundant independent information is available on the134

thermo-chemical structure of the upper mantle. We show that this new mod-135

elling approach has important implications for the quantitative assessment136

of upper mantle processes and opens up the possibility of joint geochemical-137

geophysical inversions for the thermo-chemical structure and evolution of the138

lithosphere-asthenosphere system.139

2. Melting model140

2.1. Background on melting models141

Often quantitative and predictive frameworks for mantle melting are142

based on (i) a melting function, (ii) a chemistry function and (iii) a mix-143

ing function (e.g. Langmuir et al., 1992; Plank and Langmuir, 1992; Asimow,144

2001; Brown and Lesher, 2016). The melting function describes the amount145

of melt generated per increment of pressure, known as polybaric productivity146

dF/dP , and is typically either assumed to be constant (e.g. Klein and Lang-147

muir, 1987; Niu and Batiza, 1991) or approximated via empirical functions148

based on parameterizations of melting experiments (e.g. Katz et al., 2003).149

The chemistry function specifies the chemical compositions of the melt and150

the solid residue as a function of degree of melting, F . For the case of trace-151

elements, this is commonly done using experimentally-constrained partition152
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coefficients. Lastly, the role of the mixing function is to describe the spatial153

distribution of both solid and melt within the melting regime, including how154

instantaneous melts within the melting zone are aggregated and extracted.155

Despite often being constructed separately, previous works demonstrate156

that these three functions are intimately related to one another (e.g. Lang-157

muir et al., 1992; Plank and Langmuir, 1992; Asimow, 2001; Smith and Asi-158

mow, 2005; Tirone et al., 2009; Rudge et al., 2011; Oliveira et al., 2017; Keller159

and Katz, 2016). For instance, the melting and chemistry functions must sat-160

isfy mass and energy balance constraints, as they are both controlled by the161

same thermodynamic principles. Furthermore, the chemical compositions of162

both melt and solid depend on the chemical reactions occurring along their163

individual trajectories during the melting process. As a consequence, the164

melting and chemistry functions are tightly coupled to the mixing function.165

Following previous studies such as that of Asimow (2002), we propose an166

internally-consistent thermodynamic framework for decompression melting167

in a one-dimensional upwelling mantle column (Fig. 1). We assume an isen-168

tropic fractional fusion model, which in practice is modelled as a sequence169

of infinitesimal isentropic melting steps along the melting column. At each170

step, the newly produced melt (Fig. 1, blue lines) is extracted and isolated171

into an adjacent melt reservoir (Fig. 1, red lines). In order to capture rela-172

tive movement between solid and melt phases during the melting process, we173

couple the internally-consistent thermodynamic database and formalism for174

mantle melting of Jennings and Holland (2015) with a two-phase transport175

model. As such, we integrate the melting, chemistry and mixing functions176

into a single thermo-chemical-dynamical framework. We use components of177
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the software Perple X (Connolly, 2009) to obtain degree of melting as a func-178

tion of pressure, temperature and bulk composition (i.e. melting function)179

via Gibbs free-energy minimization. This also allows us to obtain the ma-180

jor element compositions of both solids and melts, as well as the mineral181

assemblage within the solid residue. The latter is then used to calculate182

trace-element compositions of solids and melts in an additional “chemistry183

function”, that includes trace-element diffusion within mineral grains and184

differential flow between melts and the solid matrix. Because of the strong185

sensitivity of trace-element fractionation to changes in the mineral assem-186

blage, this approach is particularly well suited for integrated interpretations187

of major and trace element signatures in volcanic rocks and residual mineral188

phases (e.g. Smith and Asimow, 2005).189

Finally, we use the “residual mantle column” approach (Plank and Lang-190

muir, 1992) to evaluate the geochemical effects of mantle flow on the aver-191

age melt compositions obtained by the melting model. This approach en-192

ables the use of simplified one-dimensional melting models to approximate193

melt aggregation and mixing in more complex tectonic settings with two- or194

three-dimensional mantle flow. The shape of the residual mantle column is195

a function of the rate at which the solid residue exits the melting zone at196

any given depth (Plank and Langmuir, 1992), and is used to compute the197

relative depth-dependent weighting of instantaneous melts within the final198

aggregated melt. For instance, in the end-member case of passive upwelling,199

the solid residue exits the melting zone at the same velocity at all depths.200

Therefore, the mean melt composition is computed by pooling all melts ex-201

tracted from different depths along the melting column (Ito and Mahoney,202
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2005). Other mantle flow regimes produce different shapes of the residual203

mantle column, leading to different depth-dependent weighting of melts, and204

thus, different estimations of mean melt properties. A complete derivation205

of the melting model, and a list of the main variables used in this study can206

be found in Appendix A.207

2.2. Melting function208

In practice, we model fractional fusion as a series of isentropic decompres-209

sion melting steps in equilibrium, each followed by complete chemical isola-210

tion of major elements in the liquid phase from the residual solid. Instead211

of using empirical parameterizations for mantle melting (e.g. for solidus and212

liquidus temperatures, isobaric productivity, latent heat of melting), our ap-213

proach rests on an internally-consistent thermodynamic model for the liquid214

and solid phases in mantle peridotites (Jennings and Holland, 2015). Given215

pressure, temperature and solid composition at each incremental depth zi, we216

minimise Gibbs free-energy using Perple X to obtain solid and melt equilib-217

rium compositions, thermodynamic properties and the equilibrium mineral218

assemblage. If melting is isentropic, the associated temperature change be-219

tween two consecutive decompression steps is not a free variable and is not220

known a priori. This problem can be circumvented by either estimating this221

temperature change using thermodynamic constraints or by minimizing a222

thermodynamic potential such as enthalpy to guarantee isentropic conditions223

at each incremental depth (Asimow et al., 1997; Morgan, 2001; Brown and224

Lesher, 2016). Since we rely on a Gibbs free-energy minimization algorithm,225

we opt to correct the temperature iteratively at each pressure increment until226

the difference between the entropy of the system before and after each mini-227
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mization falls below a certain tolerance. Once the temperature of the system228

corresponds to that of an isentropic decompression melting step, the melt229

fraction and its entropy are removed from the system (which does not affect230

the specific entropy of the solid residue, nor its composition). We record solid231

and melt compositions and thermodynamic properties, and proceed with the232

next isentropic decompression melting step.233

At every decompression step, we calculate F (zi) by adding the extracted234

melt mass fraction to the degree of melting obtained in the previous decom-235

pression melting step F (zi−1) as236

F (zi) = F (zi−1) + (1− F (zi−1)) f(zi) (1)

where f refers to the generated melt mass fraction in equilibrium. Similarly,237

for each mineral phase we define238

Fj(zi) = Fj(zi−1) + (1− F (zi−1)) fj(zi) (2)

where fj is the mass fraction of mineral phase j. Fj describes the mass239

change of each mineral phase as a result of phase transformations, including240

solid-solid phase transitions. Unlike the degree of melting F , Fj can decrease241

in a decompression step.242

2.3. Chemistry function243

The major-element compositions of both solid and instantaneous melt at244

each decompression step are directly retrieved from the energy minimiza-245

tion algorithm (Perple X), assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium. In246

contrast, trace element partitioning between instantaneous melts and solid247
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residues results from phase-change effects and diffusive flux within mineral248

grains (Liang and Liu, 2016; Oliveira et al., 2020, and Appendix A). The rate249

of chemical equilibration of trace elements is therefore controlled by diffusion250

of chemical species in the mineral grains.251

According to the model presented in Appendix A, the trace element252

composition of instantaneous melts (i.e. newly formed instantaneous melts,253

cbinst), isolated melts (i.e. chemically isolated melts, cbiso) and mineral phases254

(cbj) along a one-dimensional column read255

φinstρinstw
d

dz
cbinst = Γb − cbinstΓ (3)

φisoρisow
d

dz
cbiso =

(
cbinst − cbiso

)
S (4)

φjρjW
d

dz
cbj = −Γbj + cbjΓj (5)

where φ is volume fraction (subscripts inst, iso, s and j refer to instantaneous256

liquid, isolated liquid, solid and mineral phases, respectively), ρ is density, z is257

depth, and w and W are the liquid and solid velocities. Γ corresponds to the258

mass-transfer from solid to instantaneous melts, and S is the mass-transfer259

from the instantaneous melts to the isolated melt. Since the total solid mass260

corresponds to that of all individual mineral phases, we have cbs =
∑

j φjρjc
b
j.261

The total mass-transfer rate is Γ =
∑

j Γj and Γb =
∑

j Γbj.262

Here, instantaneous melts are kept in chemical isolation upon formation,263

which implies that φinst = 0, S = Γ, and that the total melt fraction is equal264

to the melt in chemical isolation, φl = φiso. With these considerations we265

simplify Eqs. 3 and 4 and obtain266
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cbinst =
Γb

Γ
(6)

φlρlw
d

dz
cbiso =

(
cbinst − cbiso

)
Γ (7)

The mass-transfer term of chemical component b, Γbj, considers both phase267

changes and diffusion of trace elements from mineral phases to melt as268

Γbj = cbjΓj + φjρjR
b
j

(
cbj −Kb

j c
b
inst

)
(8)

where Rb
j is the diffusion-dependent exchange rate constant for the chemical269

component b between mineral j and the instantaneous liquid (see Appendix270

A for further details). Kb
j refers to the partition coefficient for chemical271

component b between mineral phase j and the liquid. According to Eq. 8,272

chemical compositions in mineral phases and instantaneous melts will com-273

pletely equilibrate only if Rb
j →∞ (i.e. cbj = Kb

j c
b
inst).274

Finally, we complete the chemistry function with a two-phase flow model275

for the solution of melt fraction and velocities of both solid and melts (cf.276

McKenzie, 1984; Oliveira et al., 2017). As shown in Appendix A, the fluxes277

of liquid, solid, and mineral phases along a one-dimensional steady-state278

melting column are279

φlρlw =

∫ h

0

Γ (9)

φjρjW = −
∫ h

0

Γj (10)
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where “0” refers to properties evaluated at the onset of melting, and h is280

the depth at which melting stops. In steady-state, the mass-transfer rate281

Γ is related to the degree of melting F obtained from the melting function282

via F (z) =
∫ h

0
Γdz/ρ0

sW
0, and similarly Fj(z) =

∫ h
0

Γjdz/ρ
0
sW

0. With this283

information we rewrite Eqs. 9–10 and obtain284

φlρlw = ρ0
sW0F (11)

φjρjW = ρ0
sW0(

φ0
jρ

0
j

ρ0
s

− Fj) (12)

Equations 11 and 12 show that the liquid and solid fluxes (i.e. products285

of volume fraction, density and velocity) are balanced by melt production.286

Therefore, once the liquid volume fraction is known, solid and liquid velocities287

can be determined. Equation 11 is used to obtain the liquid fraction.288

We relate φl, w and W with a Darcy-type functional relationship289

0 =
µl

k0φn−1
(W − w) + (1− φl) (ρs − ρl)g (13)

where µl is the liquid viscosity, k0 is the permeability constant, n the perme-290

ability exponent, and g is the acceleration of gravity. Equation 13 shows that291

melt segregation is governed by a balance between the differential buoyancy292

of the melt and the resistance to flow of melt through the matrix (Darcy293

resistance). For simplicity, we ignore the resistance of the solid phase to294

deformation which is of second-order only (no compaction term in Eq. 13).295
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2.4. Mixing function296

Since we assume a one-dimensional upwelling model, further assumptions297

are needed to capture the effects of lateral mantle flow on the modelled298

compositions. Given its applicability to a wide range of tectonic settings, we299

employ the “residual mantle column” approach to approximate the pooling300

of melts over the whole melting zone (Plank and Langmuir, 1992).301

Given our model assumptions, the average major and trace element con-302

centrations of the pooled magma can be calculated as303

cbave =

∫ h
0
FUcbisodz∫ h
0
FUdz

(14)

where U refers to the normalised speed at which the solid residue exits304

the melting zone (Ito and Mahoney, 2005). U acts as a weighting factor305

(0 ≤ U ≤ 1) that accounts for the contribution of melts from different306

depths to the total volume of pooled melt extracted from the melting zone.307

In order to derive appropriate functionals for U , the mantle dynamics within308

the melting zone for each tectonic setting need to be examined. For instance,309

during passive upwelling at a mid-ocean ridge, where mantle flow is driven310

kinematically by two diverging plates, horizontal flow is nearly uniform with311

depth and U = 1 (McKenzie and O’Nions, 1991). During active upwelling,312

however, lateral transport might be considered negligible and U is zero every-313

where except at the top boundary. Hybrid models of mantle flow combining314

passive and active upwelling contributions can also be captured with Eq. 14315

(e.g. Plank and Langmuir, 1992; Ito and Mahoney, 2005).316

Note that the definition of the mixing function in Eq. 14 is not unique,317

and it is a direct consequence of the assumed melting model. Instead of318
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using a “residual mantle column” approach, other authors incorporate the319

heterogeneous modes of transport in their melting model (e.g. Keller et al.,320

2017). Therefore, their modelled compositions are already the result of in-321

tegrated reaction and transport rates along the solid and melt trajectories322

through pressure-temperature space (P-T), and thus no further mixing func-323

tion is required (or a different one). However, application of such models324

within an inversion scheme have remained elusive due to their relatively high325

computational cost.326

2.5. Behaviour of the system327

Here we describe the general behaviour of the melting model in response328

to different parameter choices. Figure 2 shows a range of solutions obtained329

by systematically varying the permeability constant, k0, and the upwelling330

velocity at the onset of melting, W0. As demonstrated elsewhere (Ribe,331

1985; Asimow and Stolper, 1999), temperature, degree of melting (F ) and332

the individual chemical compositions of solid phases and liquids are inde-333

pendent of the flow parameters in a thermally and chemically equilibrated,334

one-dimensional, steady-state melting column (Figs. 2a,b,f,g). Since P-T335

and the individual chemical compositions are the same, phase proportions336

also remain unchanged (Fig. 2e,j). This is not the case, however, for melt337

fraction, φl, and velocity contrasts between melt and matrix, ∆v. Large k0338

values imply higher permeabilities, which results in more efficient melt ex-339

traction and higher melt velocities (Eq. 13 and Fig. 2.e). On the contrary,340

small values of k0 result in melts travelling at a similar velocity as that of341

their host matrix (i.e. ∆v ≈ 0, Fig. 2.d). This situation also promotes342

higher melt fractions, as more melt accumulates within the host matrix (Fig.343
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Table 1: Source composition used in the simulations of Figs. 2 and 3.

Major wt% Trace ppm Trace ppm

SiO2 44.59 La 0.192 Tb 0.070

Al2O3 4.00 Ce 0.550 Dy 0.505

FeOt 8.39 Pr 0.107 Ho 0.115

MgO 38.43 Nd 0.581 Er 0.348

CaO 3.46 Sm 0.239 Yb 0.365

Na2O 0.30 Eu 0.096 Lu 0.058

Cr2O3 0.57 Gd 0.358

2.c). Simulations shown in Fig. 2.h and i indicate that increasing W0 from344

1 to 10 results in both higher melt fractions and larger ∆v. Note that the345

slight variations in mineral phase proportion observed in Figs. 2.e and j are346

exclusively due to variations in melt fraction.347

Figure 3 shows normalised trace element concentrations of liquids along348

the melting path (colour-code ranges from blue – onset of melting, to red –349

end of melting), and averaged liquid compositions (red dots), for the same350

reference values as in Fig. 2 (i.e. melting occurring within the spinel-stability351

field). Each of the rows corresponds to increasing values of k0, W0 and Rj,352

respectively. For ease of comparison, black dots in each panel indicate aver-353

age liquid compositions of the previous panel (e.g. black dots in h refer to the354

red dots in g). For the reference diffusion-dependent exchange rate constant355

(Rj = 10−12 m2/s), increasing values of k0 and W0 barely affect the liquid356

compositions, whereas they vary significantly for different values of Rj. When357

Rj is small (i.e. under disequilibrium conditions, Fig. 3.g), trace elements358

cannot be fully extracted from the solid residue due to their sluggish kinet-359
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ics. Consequently, trace element concentrations in the melt are lower than360

those obtained with higher diffusivities under equilibrium conditions (Fig.361

3.i). Differences between concentrations obtained with low and high diffu-362

sivities, however, vary with depth. Liquids quickly become more depleted363

at the onset of melting (i.e. the spacing of blue lines in Fig. 3.g is high),364

where the effect of disequilibrium is most noticeable. Here, incompatible el-365

ements behave less incompatibly (e.g. La behaves as if it had a higher parti-366

tion coefficient), while compatible elements appear less compatible (Iwamori,367

1993). On the contrary, liquid compositions are indistinguishable at shallow368

depths (red lines). Therefore, longer melting columns will tend to dampen369

the effect of diffusional disequilibrium on averaged liquid compositions, as370

the contribution of melts from shallower depths is more significant. Figures371

for equivalent melting experiments within the garnet-stability field can be372

found in the electronic annexes.373

3. Inverse problem374

So far we have focused on the physical model of melting that will be used375

to predict observations (i.e. melt compositions) as a function of melting376

conditions at depth. This physical model is referred to as the forward377

problem and is a fundamental component of any inverse problem. We now378

turn our attention to the formulation of the latter.379

3.1. Bayesian formulation of the inverse problem380

In contrast to deterministic inversions where single “best-fitting” mod-381

els are sought, probabilistic formulations are based on the idea of recasting382

the inverse problem in the form of a statistical inference problem (see e.g.383
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Tarantola, 2005; Kaipio and Somersalo, 2005). The main question to an-384

swer therefore changes from what is the value of variable mo? to what do385

we know about mo?. In doing so, information on the uncertainties associ-386

ated with observable data d (e.g. La content of a volcanic rock) and prior387

information on model parameters m (e.g. mantle potential temperature) are388

coded into probability density functions (PDFs). These represent our degree389

of confidence or knowledge about d and m, prior to looking at actual data.390

Bayes’ theorem then allows us to update our prior knowledge by making use391

of actual measurements and a physical theory that maps m into d (i.e. the392

forward problem). This updated state of knowledge, which represents our393

confidence in m after we have acquired data, is the formal solution to the394

inverse problem and is described by the so-called posterior PDF σ(m). For395

parameter estimation problems, the posterior PDF can be written as396

σ(m) ∝ L(m)ρ(m) (15)

where ρ(m) is the prior PDF of the model parameters and L(m) is the397

likelihood function, a measure of how well the model explains the observations398

(Tarantola, 2005). Since L(m) contains the forward problem, its actual form399

depends on assumptions made about the statistics of the noise affecting both400

data and model predictions; we discuss these in the next section (see also401

Fig. 1 in the electronic annex).402

In the most general case of high-dimensional and non-linear problems403

with complex priors, the only practical solution for Eq. 15 is based on the404

construction of a Markov chain that has σ(m) as its equilibrium or sta-405

tionary distribution (cf. Kaipio and Somersalo, 2005; Brooks et al., 2011).406

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms are designed to produce un-407
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biased approximations of the true posterior by repeatedly drawing models408

m1, m2...mn and evaluating their posterior probabilities (i.e. solving the for-409

ward problem, further details in Appendix B). An acceptance criterion is410

used to decide whether proposed models are rejected or accepted as part of411

the chain. The reader is referred to the monographs by Kaipio and Somer-412

salo (2005), Liu (2008) and Brooks et al. (2011) for further details on the413

construction of MCMC algorithms. Here we use the Adaptive Metropolis414

algorithm of Haario et al. (2001).415

3.2. Uncertainties and likelihood416

An important aspect of probabilistic formulations is the explicit treatment417

of uncertainties in both observations and physical theories. In most situa-418

tions, uncertainties affecting the observations are straightforward to estimate419

and/or model. A Gaussian model is commonly justified and used. Theoret-420

ical uncertainties, however, are typically much more difficult to quantify,421

especially in cases where the forward model is complex.422

3.2.1. Uncertainties in compositional data423

A standard tenet of analytical geochemistry is that results from mea-424

surements can be reported as a summary statistic (e.g. the mean) together425

with an associated measure of dispersion. The most common distribution426

assumed for the measurements is a Gaussian. Therefore, we can describe the427

uncertainties of a given data vector d of dimension n as a probability density428

ρD given by429

ρD = [(2π)ndet(CD)]−1/2 exp

(
−1

2
(d− dobs)TC−1

D (d− dobs)

)
(16)
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where dobs is the vector of measured values, n is the dimension of dobs and430

CD is the covariance matrix. In this expression we implicitly assume that431

the natural variability of the specific suite of volcanic rocks under study432

and any sample preparation biases/errors are accounted for and can both433

be conveniently represented with Gaussian statistics (Miesch, 1967). In this434

favourable case, the additivity property of the variance allows the combina-435

tion of covariances of all sources of error into a single term CD = Csampling436

+ Cpreparation + Canalytical. The question of whether Gaussian noise statistics437

for all sources of error is appropriate for geochemical data is contentious and438

beyond the scope of this paper. Here we simply assume that one can have439

access to Cpreparation and Canalytical for all data types (e.g. from analytical440

measurements) and that Csampling can be at least estimated.441

3.2.2. Modelling uncertainties442

Errors associated with deterministic numerical models are not random,443

but rather they are controlled by systematic biases (e.g. underestimation444

due to simplifying assumptions) and human errors (e.g. ‘bugs’ in the code).445

A common example of a systematic error is that related to the coarseness of446

the numerical mesh used in the discretization of the governing equations (i.e.447

coarse meshes are less accurate than fine meshes). Well-known procedures448

are available in the literature to estimate these type of errors (Smith, 2013;449

Gürlebeck et al., 2020), which for no other reason than convenience, we450

will refer to as numerical errors. In contrast, uncertainties associated with451

the actual theoretical or physical conceptualization used to make predictions452

(the forward model) are less objective and far more complicated to assess.453

This is at least partially due to the inherent difficulty in assigning errors454
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to an arbitrary conceptualization of a natural process that we do not fully455

understand. We refer to this type of uncertainty as model uncertainty (see456

Ayyub and Klir, 2006; Smith, 2013; Gürlebeck et al., 2020 for more general457

treatments on uncertainties affecting modelling).458

While neither numerical nor model uncertainties are routinely accounted459

for in studies of mantle melting, it is instructive to at least attempt to quan-460

tify or estimate their effects on our interpretations of data. We note that461

ignoring numerical and model uncertainties implies that our physical model462

and its numerical solution are considered a perfect description of the melt-463

ing process of interest, which results in unrealistic confidence in the model’s464

predictions. We studied numerical errors affecting our forward problem us-465

ing extensive numerical experiments (e.g. testing different discretizations,466

different numerical meshes, etc). We then combined these results with the467

uncertainties associated with the thermodynamic solver used to make pre-468

dictions of mineral assemblages. These uncertainties were taken from the469

uncertainty analysis in Afonso et al. (2013a). The combination of these two470

sources of uncertainty gives an estimate of total (numerical+modelling) un-471

certainty of 3–10% and 6–16% for the computed major and trace element472

compositions, respectively. The variability in these estimates is associated473

with different elements. Uncertainties arising from errors in the selection of474

partition coefficients are addressed in Section 4.4.475

Assuming Gaussian error statistics for both observed and predicted data,476

L(m) can be expressed as (Tarantola, 2005)477

L(m) ∝ exp (−e(m)) (17)
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where e(m) is the sum-of-squares function, which acts as a misfit function478

between observed and predicted data. It is computed as479

e(m) =
1

2
(dpre − dobs)TC−1

D (dpre − dobs) (18)

where dpre represents the prediction from the forward problem for model480

m and CD is the covariance in Eq. 16, with an extra term accounting for481

modelling uncertainties (Tarantola, 2005).482

3.3. Parameterization of the forward problem483

As in any other inversion problem, our chosen parameterization is a com-484

promise between the following features: flexibility to incorporate prior in-485

formation, modify the forward model and extract by-product information,486

parsimony of the parameter space, identifiability of the main parameters,487

computational simplicity and fit to purpose (i.e. suitability for the problem488

of interest). With these principles in mind, and considering the results sum-489

marised in Figs. 2 and 3, we choose to define the following model parameters:490

• Mantle potential temperature, Tp. This parameter exerts first-order491

control on the initial depth of melting and it determines the magnitude492

of the thermal anomaly triggering partial melting. We clarify that this493

parameter is the temperature that the upwelling solid would attain if494

it reached the surface without experiencing melting.495

• Depth at which melting stops, Ztop. This depth is assumed to be a rea-496

sonable proxy for the base of the lithosphere (i.e. the thermal boundary497

layer). In the context of upwelling mantle, Ztop is the depth at which498

the original upwelling, responsible for the generation of the melt, is499
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horizontally deflected after impinging on the base of the cold thermal500

boundary layer. We therefore assume that the process of isentropic501

decompression melting stops at Ztop.502

• The major and trace element composition of a peridotitic mantle source.503

The mantle trace element content, by which we mean REEs in partic-504

ular, is not always correlated with that of major elements (e.g. an505

“enriched” signature in traces can co-exist with a “depleted” signature506

in majors). We therefore treat these two different groups of elements507

as independent. In contrast, correlations exist within each group. This508

is particularly true in the case of major elements in peridotites (Afonso509

et al., 2013a). Taking advantage of these correlations, Afonso et al.510

(2013a,b) proposed a general approach to reduce the number of com-511

positional parameters in thermodynamically-constrained probabilistic512

inversions of geophysical data. Here we adopt a similar strategy and513

choose only two independent elements to characterise the first-order514

major element composition of the source: Al2O3 and Na2O (see Ap-515

pendix B). Al2O3 is a proxy for melt depletion or refertilization and516

can be used to reconstruct the CFMAS composition of the source (e.g.517

Afonso et al., 2013a, 2016). Na2O is not necessarily well correlated with518

Al2O3, but it has a significant impact on the position of the solidus519

(Jennings and Holland, 2015), and therefore, on the computed compo-520

sitions. Note that despite not shown in this study, the code provided521

in Oliveira et al. (2021) allows to model all major elements according522

to the probabilistic approach in Afonso et al. (2013a).523
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4. Inversion results using synthetic examples524

To illustrate the inversion approach and its sensitivity to model parame-525

ters of interest, we generated synthetic data sets of melt compositions using526

the forward model of Section 2. The parameters defining the true model used527

in the examples below are listed in Table 2. For simplicity, we consider a528

constant Rj of 10−12 s−1 for all mineral phases and trace elements, equivalent529

to average diffusion coefficients of ∼ 10−16 m2/s and spherical grain sizes of530

3 mm. The permeability constant is set to 10−8, and the exponential factor531

n is equal to 3. We set Ztop = 70 km and Tp = 1400 ◦C. The melting column532

that results is within the garnet field, it spans a depth range of 70–80 km533

and reaches a total melt fraction of ∼ 6% (Fig. 4). The synthetic data is534

composed of the contents of major elements SiO2, Al2O3, FeO, MgO, CaO,535

Na2O, Cr2O3 as well as those of trace elements La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd,536

Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Yb and Lu. We then invert these data to assess melting537

conditions and source composition in the presence of realistic uncertainties.538

Other model predictions, such as total melt production or the composition539

of the residual phases, can be readily used instead if desired. Priors for all540

parameters used in this section are listed in Table 2.541

4.1. Inversion of trace elements only542

Figure 5 shows the posterior PDFs resulting from inverting the trace ele-543

ment composition of the synthetic lava for parameters Ztop and Tp only (i.e.544

the shape of the melting regime). We have assumed perfect knowledge of all545

other model parameters and/or variables that may affect the final composi-546

tion of the erupted lava (e.g. major and trace element source composition,547
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mineral modes along the melting path, partition coefficients, etc). For sim-548

plicity, we assume constant partition coefficients of trace elements between549

all mineral phases and melt as specified in Oliveira et al. (2020); we relax550

this assumption in later examples.551

The posterior PDFs in this example are well-behaved (i.e. single mini-552

mum, small dispersion, approximately normally distributed) and they include553

the true solution within their high probability regions (red distributions in554

Fig. 5). This demonstrates that trace element composition alone is suffi-555

ciently sensitive to the sought model parameters when all other parameters556

are set to their true values. The question that arises is whether the same can557

be said for the more realistic case when we do not perfectly know other param-558

eters that influence the evolution of the melting regime. The answer to this559

question is illustrated in Fig. 5, where we also show the results of repeating560

the inversion for Ztop and Tp, but assuming an “incorrect” source composition561

(green distributions). Since the true source composition is representative of562

primitive mantle (see Table 1), we created the “incorrect” source by simply563

assuming a more depleted composition. Specifically, we mixed equal amounts564

of PM and DMM components to create a depleted trace element composi-565

tion and reduced the Al2O3 and Na2O contents by a modest 0.7% and 0.1%,566

respectively. While the resulting posterior PDFs remain well-behaved and567

localised (which gives a false sense of certainty), the actual true values are568

outside the region of high probability (in fact, the true results are in a region569

of zero probability according to the posterior PDFs). For comparison, we570

also include in Fig. 5 the solution from a deterministic inversion using the571

non-linear least-squares algorithm known as the Quasi-Newton method (c.f.572
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Tarantola, 2005; Afonso et al., 2019). The deterministic solution converges573

quickly (only 10 iterations were needed to achieve < 0.5% relative variation574

in model parameters) and produces a stable and single-valued solution, albeit575

the incorrect one.576

The above problem is better illustrated when we explicitly account for577

uncertainties in the source composition. For instance, Fig. 6a shows the pos-578

terior PDFs of an identical inversion to those described above, but allowing579

for some variability in the major element composition of the source in the580

form of prior PDFs. One of the most important results of this test is the clear581

trade-off between Ztop and Tp. While the true Ztop-Tp values are contained582

in the region of high probability, the solution is highly non-unique (i.e. any583

Ztop-Tp combination along the PDF in Fig. 6a is an acceptable solution). In584

other words, the trace element composition of a pooled melt produced within585

a deep melting regime (i.e. high Tp and large Ztop) is indistinguishable from586

a melt with similar F produced within a shallower melting regime (i.e. lower587

Tp and smaller Ztop). This is true provided that i) we allow for some uncer-588

tainty in the major element composition of the source and ii) both melting589

columns reside entirely within either the garnet (as in the present case) or590

the spinel stability field. Perhaps not surprisingly, Figure 6a also shows that591

the sensitivity to the major element composition of the source is poor.592

The trade-off between Ztop and Tp can be explained as follows. Eq. 7593

states that the trace element concentration of the aggregated melt along594

the melting regime (cbiso) is controlled by i) the local mineral assemblage595

experiencing partial melting (via cbinst; Eqs. 3 and 8) and ii) the rate of596

melting Γ. This effectively means that melting regimes with similar residual597
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mineral phases and melting rates, irrespective of depth and temperature, can598

produce similar trace element contents of their aggregated melts. Moreover,599

since the final melt compositions are a weighted averages (Eq. 14), we lose600

some information about the pressure range over which the melting occurred.601

An obvious question that arises from the above observations is whether602

introducing pressure, temperature and/or compositional dependence (P-T-603

C) on the partition coefficients can minimise the problem of non-uniqueness604

in Ztop - Tp space. To test this, we adopted the model of Wood and Blundy605

(1997) for clinopyroxene and that of Van Westrenen et al. (2001) for garnet.606

The posterior PDFs of an inversion using these P-T-C-dependent partition607

coefficients are shown in Fig. 6b. We can see that the large trade-off between608

Ztop and Tp in Fig. 6a is indeed reduced due to the additional sensitivity to609

pressure, temperature and melt composition introduced via the partition610

coefficients of clinopyroxene and garnet (cf. Wood and Blundy, 2014). Un-611

fortunately, the sensitivity to the major element composition of the source612

remains very poor.613

4.2. Inversion of major elements only614

In this example, we explore the sensitivity to Ztop, Tp and major ele-615

ment source composition when the data to be inverted is the major element616

composition of the pooled (primitive) melt. Given the greater sensitivity of617

major elements to the pressure range at which the melt is produced (e.g.618

Langmuir et al., 1992; Herzberg and O’Hara, 2002; Herzberg, 2004; Jennings619

and Holland, 2015), we expect a better performance at recovering Ztop and620

Tp, even when using constant partition coefficients. The priors for Ztop and621

Tp are the same as in the previous example; those for source composition622
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are 0.2 < Al2O3 < 4.6 wt% and 0.01 < Na2O < 0.7 wt%. Figure 7 shows623

the posterior PDFs for all four model parameters. As expected, the space624

of acceptable model parameters is greatly reduced compared to the results625

in Fig. 6. More importantly, not only the trade-off between Ztop and Tp is626

now considerably smaller but it also reverts its trend (i.e. a positive corre-627

lation becomes a negative one). This quasi-orthogonal behaviour of the two628

different compositional data sets is a highly desirable feature in the context629

of joint inversions, as trade-offs in the parameter space cancel each other630

out, leaving a much more localised region of high probability where the two631

independent posterior PDFs intersect.632

The posterior PDFs for composition are now better behaved and contain633

the true solution in their regions of high probability, even when the uncertain-634

ties assigned to the synthetic data are relatively large. These results clearly635

demonstrate and validate the value of major elements for estimating melting636

conditions. Unfortunately, primary major element compositions can change637

significantly during ascent and storage of a magma (e.g. via fractional crys-638

tallisation), complicating the use of major elements in real applications. We639

discuss the issue of how to obtain representative parental/primitive magma640

compositions from natural samples in the electronic annex.641

4.3. Joint inversion of major and trace elements642

The observations summarised above suggest that there can be significant643

gain in sensitivity to melting conditions (including source composition) by644

jointly inverting trace and major element contents of primitive lavas. In this645

last example we show the results of such an inversion when using P-T-C-646

dependent partition coefficients. Importantly, the general observations and647
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conclusions are not changed by assuming constant partition coefficients.648

4.3.1. Joint inversion for Ztop, Tp and major element composition of the649

source650

Figure 8 shows the posterior PDFs for Ztop, Tp, Al2O3 and Na2O. It is clear651

that even when allowing for generous uncertainties in both observations and652

predictions, all parameters are well constrained and the probability functions653

are well behaved. The gain of information, measured as the ratio between654

the posterior and the prior PDFs, is higher in this case than in any of the655

previous examples.656

4.3.2. Joint inversion for Ztop, Tp, major and trace element composition of657

the source658

Here we expand the parameter space to include thirteen REEs, making659

the final parameter space to be seventeen-th dimensional. The chosen priors660

for the REEs are wide enough to include all estimates of mantle sources,661

from extremely depleted to primitive mantle (Table 2). For clarity and space662

reasons, we only plot the marginal PDFs for each parameter in Fig. 9; full663

joint distributions and correlations between parameters are plotted in the664

electronic annex. It can be seen that the posterior PDF sampled during665

the MCMC simulation contains the true solution within its region of high666

probability. In particular, the mean values of the marginals of Ztop, Tp and667

Na2O are almost identical to the true values. For Al2O3 and trace elements,668

however, we observe a slight, yet systematic, shift towards higher mean values669

relative to the true ones. Given the complex, high-dimensional and non-linear670

character of the forward problem, it is difficult at this time to isolate the671
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main causes for this deviation. However, we emphasise that for all practical672

purposes, this deviation is immaterial when we consider the actual gain of673

information for all parameters (i.e. the conversion from prior to posterior).674

Moreover, all true values are within 1 STD from the mean of the marginal675

distributions.676

4.4. Errors in partition coefficients677

An important source of uncertainty in our computed compositions arise678

from uncertainties in the actual values of the melt-solid partition coeffi-679

cients for each mineral phase. Reported values vary greatly in the liter-680

ature (https://earthref.org/GERM/), especially when comparing estimates681

derived from laboratory experiments with those from observations in natu-682

ral assemblages. However, if we restrict the focus to experimentally-derived683

values, the disagreement between commonly accepted compilations is signif-684

icantly reduced; we take these discrepancies as representative of the uncer-685

tainty in partition coefficients whether they are assumed constant or derived686

from a P-T-C-dependent model. Note, that at least part of the variations687

in experimentally-derived partition coefficients as listed in GERM results688

from differences in P-T-C experimental conditions rather than from intrin-689

sic measurement errors. The uncertainties presented below should therefore690

represent upper bounds.691

In order to quantify the propagation of errors into our computed com-692

positions, we perform a global uncertainty analysis based on Monte Carlo693

simulations. The melting column we choose for the numerical simulations is694

identical to the ones used in previous examples. We randomly vary the parti-695

tion coefficients of all elements in clinopyroxene and garnet within a generous,696
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yet realistic, uncertainty of 25% (as 1 STD; thus a total allowed variation697

of ∼ 100%). As before, we do not vary the partition coefficients in olivine,698

orthopyroxene and spinel, as their effect is only second-order compared to699

that of clinopyroxene and garnet.700

The results of these simulations are summarised in Table 3. In general,701

the propagated error to computed trace element compositions is of the order702

of 10–24% (as 1 STD), with the larger values associated with the heavy703

REEs. These uncertainties are comparable to those arising from the natural704

variability in the data when analysing multiple samples in one region (e.g.705

Klöcking et al., 2018) and therefore they should be considered when inverting706

real data.707

5. Application to samples from the Rio Grande Rift, USA708

5.1. Data and background709

In this section we apply our method to a well-studied, real data set from710

the Rio Grande Rift in western North America. The Rio Grande Rift forms711

a >600 km long, N-S trending intracontinental rift valley associated with sig-712

nificant lithospheric extension and voluminous Miocene mafic volcanic rocks713

(Tweto, 1979). Rifting and volcanism were initiated at∼30 Ma when subduc-714

tion of the Farallon slab ceased (Christiansen and Lipman, 1972). Numerous715

previous studies have investigated lithospheric thickness, mantle potential716

temperature and magmatic source compositions of the Rio Grande Rift (e.g.717

Thompson et al., 2005; Afonso et al., 2016; Hopper and Fischer, 2018), which718

makes it an ideal region to test our modelling framework. In particular,719

there is evidence of a mantle upwelling with elevated asthenospheric poten-720
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tial temperatures beneath the region, that triggered magmatic activity and721

large-scale regional uplift (e.g. Thompson et al., 2005; Klöcking et al., 2018).722

We use a subset of 49 sample compositions from the volcanic data com-723

piled in Klöcking et al. (2018). All samples contain MgO ≥9 wt% to minimise724

the effect of crystal fractionation on lava compositions. In addition, the data725

set has been screened by La/Ba and La/Nd ratios to remove samples with726

a subduction signature attributed to a lithospheric mantle source (Fitton727

et al., 1991). Since there is evidence of clinopyroxene fractionation in sam-728

ples with <10.7 wt% MgO (Thompson et al., 2005), we correct major and729

trace element compositions through reverse crystallisation of clinopyroxene730

in Petrolog3 (Danyushevsky and Plechov, 2011). Beyond the threshold of731

10.7 wt% MgO, the major element compositions of all samples are further732

corrected for olivine fractionation by incremental addition until the Ni con-733

tent of olivine in equilibrium with the corrected melt reaches 3500 ppm (Ko-734

renaga and Kelemen, 2000). Observed REE concentrations are subsequently735

corrected for the amount of olivine addition by mass balance, assuming that736

olivine contains no REEs. Further details of the clinopyroxene and olivine737

fractionation corrections used here are reported in the electronic annex. We738

also note that all samples fall well within the peridotite-derived fields accord-739

ing to multiple proxies (e.g. FC3MS, FCKANTMS; Yang et al., 2019) and740

therefore contributions from a pyroxenite mantle source should be insignifi-741

cant. The mean of these corrected sample compositions is then inverted for742

source composition, depth of melting and potential temperature. The priors743

used in the inversion are listed in Table 2.744

For the forward problem we consider partition coefficients from Wood745
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and Blundy (1997) and Van Westrenen et al. (2001) for cpx and grt, respec-746

tively. Partition coefficients for the rest of mineral phases, as well as the P-T747

dependant diffusion coefficients, are taken from Oliveira et al. (2020). Unlike748

in previous examples, mineral grain size varies between phases (3, 1, 2.5, 1,749

1 and 1 mm for ol, cpx, opx, grt, sp and pl, respectively). The remainder750

of model parameters (e.g. permeability) are the same as in the previous751

synthetic examples.752

5.2. Data fits753

Figure 10 shows the model fits to the data. This fit is excellent for all754

REEs, with the mean of the input data falling within one standard deviation755

of the marginal posterior PDFs (Fig. 10.a). The same is true for major756

elements except Al2O3 and MgO, whose posterior PDFs overlap with the757

observed distribution at the level of two standard deviations (Fig. 10.b).758

In the case of Al2O3, predicted values are slightly higher than the observed759

concentrations, whereas the opposite is observed for MgO. Since the Al2O3760

and MgO contents of primitive melts decrease and increase, respectively, with761

increasing potential temperature and amount of melting (e.g. Herzberg, 2004;762

Jennings and Holland, 2015), the inversion could in principle push towards763

higher values of Tp to deliver better fits to these two oxides. However, the764

resulting depletion trend in the REEs would not fit the data as well, even765

when the REE composition of the source is allowed to vary. The requirement766

of acceptable joint fits to both major and trace element compositions thus767

precludes solutions with higher degrees of melting.768

Other factors may be contributing to the modest misfit of Al2O3 and769

MgO. Foremost among these are inaccuracies in the fractionation correction.770
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It is possible that sample compositions were over-corrected both for clinopy-771

roxene and olivine fractionation in the simplified approach taken here. The772

threshold for clinopyroxene addition of 10.7 wt% MgO is merely an empiri-773

cal value and the Ni content of parental olivine could be as low as 2000 ppm774

(Korenaga and Kelemen, 2000). Assimilation of country rock could also alter775

observed compositions. While there is no isotopic evidence of crustal con-776

tamination, Thompson et al. (2005) report partially resorbed xenocrysts in777

some of the lavas studied here. In a small portion of samples, Thompson778

et al. (2005) also observe evidence of amphibole, a hydrous phase, in the779

source assemblage. The presence of volatiles in the source could produce780

a deep tail of low-degree melt with lower Al2O3 and higher MgO contents.781

However, this effect will be largely diluted in the accumulated melt. While782

volatile-rich melting would help to reconcile the misfit, its effect is likely783

small and would affect REEs more substantially than the major elements.784

Lastly, if melts partially reacted with peridotites in the lithospheric mantle,785

olivine could have been consumed to create orthopyroxene (e.g. Mallik and786

Dasgupta, 2012). This would have decreased the Al2O3 content of the melt787

and increased its MgO content (Mallik and Dasgupta, 2012; Liu et al., 2016)788

without affecting the REE contents to any significant extent. We emphasise789

that the effect of these potential factors on our model results is small and790

that the overall fit to data is good. Taken together with the geophysical ev-791

idence discussed below, further exploration of these more complex processes792

seems unwarranted.793
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5.3. Results794

The posterior distributions of the main model parameters are summarised795

in Fig. 11 as a covariance plot of joint distributions. For space reasons, we796

only show three representative REEs (La, Sm and Lu). The complete set797

of results is included in the electronic annex. The posteriors for Tp and798

Ztop show a clear single peak of high probability, centered at ∼ 1338 ◦C799

and 60 km, respectively. The value for Ztop is in excellent agreement with800

recent estimates of lithospheric thickness from Sp converted seismic waves801

(Hopper and Fischer, 2018), multi-observable thermochemical tomography802

(Afonso et al., 2016) and a deterministic inversion strategy applied to volcanic803

REEs (Klöcking et al., 2018). The value for Tp obtained here is indicative804

of a moderately hot mantle upwelling and well within the range of potential805

temperatures (∼ 1320–1400 ◦C) derived from the models presented in Afonso806

et al. (2016), Thompson et al. (2005) and Klöcking et al. (2018).807

The REE source composition retrieved by the inversion indicates a rela-808

tively enriched source in light and middle REEs, that is close to ‘primitive809

mantle’ estimates (Fig. 10 and electronic annex). Heavy REEs, however,810

exhibit a more depleted character. In terms of major elements, the source811

shows moderate levels of depletion. Taken together, these observations sug-812

gest that the alkali basalts used in this study are derived from a slightly813

depleted source that experienced a small degree of melt or fluid metasoma-814

tism, resulting in relative enrichment of the light and middle REEs compared815

to the heavy REEs.816

Considering all of the above, two scenarios seem possible. In one, most or817

all of the melt is generated within a shallow sublithospheric upwelling with818
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the compositional characteristics summarised in Figs. 11 and 10. This man-819

tle source could be lithologically heterogeneous, although any contribution820

from a recycled component must be minimal. In the other scenario, the vol-821

canic rocks studied here contain contributions from melts generated within822

i) a more fertile shallow sublithospheric upwelling and ii) the lower portions823

of the more depleted and metasomatised lithospheric mantle; here we use824

the terms fertile and depleted to refer to the major element composition.825

Discerning between these two scenarios is not only beyond the scope of this826

paper, but also not possible based on the inversion results alone. However,827

we note that Thompson et al. (2005) presented an interpretation similar to828

our second scenario to explain some peculiar petrological and isotopic char-829

acteristics in samples from the Potrillo Volcanic Field. In this context, we830

note that although the samples used for inversion were screened to remove831

‘subduction signatures’, metasomatic enrichment by other melts or fluids832

may be difficult to identify. It is encouraging, therefore, that the modelling833

framework introduced in this paper can resolve such subtle processes.834

6. Discussion835

In this work we approximate melt production with a one dimensional836

isentropic fractional fusion model, where liquids are isolated from the solid837

as soon as they are produced and mixed with previously extracted melts.838

However, various lines of evidence show that chemical equilibration may oc-839

cur between residual solid and trapped melts (Kent, 2008, and references840

therein). When modelling isentropic fractional melting, the degree of melt-841

ing, F , is dictated exclusively by the evolution of the solid’s major element842
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composition and entropy (or temperature). If trapped melts are present,843

their compositions and entropy should also be considered when computing844

F . Given the inter-dependency between chemical composition and degree of845

melting (e.g. Asimow, 2001), any model ranging between the end-members846

of batch and fractional melting will result in different predictions of melting847

conditions and source compositions. Although not shown here, the melting848

model presented in this paper can be readily modified to account for trapped849

melts (see electronic annex and Oliveira et al., 2020 for further details). Sim-850

ilarly, the inclusion of isotopes as part of the data vector and melting model851

(e.g. Brown et al., 2020) is possible and will be explored in future implemen-852

tations.853

In addition, our estimate of the degree of melting depends on the ther-854

modynamic model chosen for the liquid and solid phases. For instance,855

despite their well-known effect in lowering the solidus, volatiles were not856

included in the current anhydrous thermodynamic model (Jennings and Hol-857

land, 2015). More recent thermodynamic models have included volatiles858

but are yet to be fully calibrated for large pressure, temperature and com-859

positional ranges (Holland et al., 2018). Likewise, thermodynamic solvers860

like pMELTS (Ghiorso et al., 2002), which includes volatiles and its own861

thermodynamic database, offer attractive alternatives. Although a detailed862

comparison between thermodynamic softwares and/or databases is beyond863

the scope of this paper (cf. Stolper et al., 2020), the electronic annex includes864

a comprehensive summary of the mineral distribution, solid and melt chem-865

istry as a function of pressure, temperature and chemical composition used in866

this paper and obtained with Perple X using the thermodynamic model from867
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Jennings and Holland (2015). Future applications of our method should test868

the use of these thermodynamic models.869

Perhaps the most important limitation of the current implementation of870

our method is that we only model a homogeneous source composition (peri-871

dotite). This requires natural samples to be carefully screened to remove872

those with significant contributions from lithologies other than peridotite873

(e.g. pyroxenite). Otherwise, temperature, pressure and source composition874

estimated by the inversion will not be representative of the actual melting875

conditions. Nonetheless, regardless of whether there is a pyroxenitic com-876

ponent present in the volcanic field under study, as long as we can identify877

a number of samples that have been produced from the peridotitic com-878

ponent (e.g. using FC3MS, FCKANTMS or multi-phase projections), the879

inversion will provide reliable results in terms of the first-order thermochem-880

ical state of the upper mantle. In order to model an heterogeneous source,881

the aggregate solid needs to be modelled as different subsystems (Brown882

et al., 2020; Oliveira et al., 2020) and additional assumptions regarding the883

way these subsystems interact thermally, mechanically and chemically are884

required. We are currently working on this topic and the results will be885

presented in a forthcoming publication.886

In addition to the improvements discussed above, the present model is887

well-suited for joint geophysical-geochemical characterization of the upper888

mantle beneath regions where recent basaltic volcanism took place. The889

combination of an internally-consistent thermodynamic model with our for-890

ward melting model allows retrieving complete sets of physical and chemical891

properties that can be used to jointly predict geophysical and geochemical ob-892
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servables. The implementation of the forward model presented in this work in893

geophysical probabilistic approaches (e.g. Afonso et al., 2013a,b; Khan et al.,894

2013) would thus allow to fully exploit the complementary sensitivities of895

geophysical and geochemical data sets to the thermochemical structure of896

the mantle (e.g. Afonso et al., 2016).897

7. Conclusions898

We present the first probabilistic inverse approach for the joint inversion899

of major and trace element data of mafic volcanic rocks to assess melting con-900

ditions, degree of melting and source composition in the upper mantle. To do901

so, we combined i) a two-phase, disequilibrium model of melt generation and902

transport, ii) a thermodynamic solver that describes the local partitioning903

of major elements into mineral/liquid phases, (iii) a disequilibrium model of904

trace element partitioning, and iv) a Markov chain Monte Carlo inversion905

scheme.906

Using numerical experiments, we have shown that the thermodynamically-907

and internally-consistent joint inversion of REEs and major elements is widely908

applicable and has a unique sensitivity to mantle temperature, pressure range909

of melting and source composition, even when all main sources of uncertain-910

ties in both data and model predictions are considered. It can thus be used911

to study the evolution of the lithosphere-asthenosphere system, and that of912

the upper mantle in general, through time. We confirm that the use of P-913

T-C-dependent partition coefficients for REEs is absolutely necessary when914

inverting these elements alone, as their content in the aggregated melts is915

largely insensitive to the pressure range of melting when the source compo-916
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sition is uncertain and melting occurs entirely within the spinel or garnet917

stability fields. This lack of sensitivity disappears when major elements are918

included in the inversion, even if constant partition coefficients are used.919

Tested on a well-known natural dataset from the Rio Grande Rift, this920

new approach yields predictions of mantle potential temperature, lithospheric921

thickness, and mantle composition that are in excellent agreement with922

numerous independent results from geochemical and geophysical studies.923

Specifically, the inversion predicts moderately high potential temperatures924

(∼ 1340 oC) and a very thin lithosphere (∼ 60 km). The inversion also925

identified a moderately depleted source in terms of major elements and a926

differential enrichment in the light REEs relative to the heavy REEs, which927

suggests i) a small degree of melt or fluid metasomatism and ii) a possible928

contribution from melting of the lower portions of the lithosphere.929

It is worth emphasising that the selection of representative samples is a930

critical step in the inversion workflow. The major-element composition of a931

melt can change dramatically from source to surface. Therefore, samples need932

to be screened and/or their compositions corrected to minimise the effects of933

fractionation/assimilation and/or major contributions from lithologies other934

than peridotite. Nevertheless, the results in this paper indicate that the935

the joint inversion is capable of retrieving reliable estimates even when only936

simple screening/corrections are applied to the data.937

An important spin-off of the new probabilistic framework is that it opens938

up the possibility of truly joint geochemical-geophysical inversions for the939

thermochemical structure of the upper mantle beneath regions with recent940

basaltic volcanism (e.g. rifted areas, MORs, OIBs, intraplate volcanic re-941
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gions). The inclusion of our melting model into geophysical probabilistic942

inversion platforms (e.g. Afonso et al., 2016) will provide a unique and for-943

mal means to assessing the nature of the discrepancies and compatibilities944

between geophysical vs. geochemical model predictions. This in turn will945

contribute towards generating more comprehensive and explicative models946

of the Earth’s interior.947

8. Research Data948

The code to perform all calculations in this paper is published in Oliveira949

et al. (2021).950
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Base of Lithosphere

Onset of melting

Instantaneous liquid
Isolated liquid

Partial melting of mineral aggregate

Solid Upwelling

Figure 1: Schematic illustration showing the model setup. The base of the column corre-

sponds to the onset of melting, where the upwelling solid crosses its solidus. Instantaneous

melts are generated along the whole melting column (dashed blue lines), which are allowed

to segregate vertically in chemical isolation (red lines). The solid is comprised of an aggre-

gate of mineral phases, which melts isentropically until it reaches the top of the melting

column (assumed to be the base of the lithosphere). More information on the melting

model can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 2: Results of 1D decompression upwelling simulations for different values of perme-

ability constant, k0 (a-e), and upwelling velocities, W0 (f-j). Darker blue lines represent

higher values of k0 and W0, which range from k0 = 10−10, 10−8, 10−6m2 and W0 = 1, 5, 10

cm/y. Simulations assume Tp = 1300◦C, µl = 1 Pa s, no chemical isolation of the liquid

phase, and W0 = 5 cm/s and k0 = 10−8 for the upper and lower panels, respectively.

Source compositions are given in Table 1, and partition coefficients are from Oliveira et al.

(2020).
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Figure 3: Normalised REE compositions in the extracted liquid along 1D decom-

pression upwelling paths for increasing values of permeability constant (a-c; k0 =

10−10, 10−8, 10−6m2), upwelling velocities (d-f; W0 = 1, 5, 10 cm/y), and diffusivities (g-i;

Rj = 10−14, 10−12, 10−10 s−1). Simulations assume Tp = 1300◦C, k0 = 10−8m2, W0 = 5

cm/s, and Rj = 10−12s−1 as reference values. Initial compositions are given in Table 1 and

partition coefficients are from Oliveira et al. (2020). Coloured lines refer to instantaneous

melt compositions at variable depth, ranging from blue – onset of melting, to red – end of

melting. Red dots are averaged liquid compositions computed with Eq. 14. Black dots in

each panel indicate average liquid compositions from the adjacent panel to the left.
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Figure 4: a) Degree of melting F and b) mineral phases as functions of depth predicted

by the reference (true) model used to generate the synthetic data of Section 4.
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Figure 5: a) Joint posterior PDFs for Ztop and Tp given by two separate inversions. One

used the true source composition (shown in red) whereas the other assumed an incorrect

source composition obtained by adding 50% of a DMM component to the REEs and by

depleting the Al2O3 and Na2O contents by 0.7% and 0.1%, respectively (green). The

purple dot represents the true solution (Ztop = 70 km and Tp = 1400 ◦C). The blue

dot represents the solution from a deterministic inversion assuming the incorrect source

composition. b) Marginal PDFs for Ztop for the two inversions. The purple line denotes

the true solution. The blue line indicates the solution from the deterministic inversion

assuming the incorrect source composition. c) Same as in b) but for Tp.
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Figure 6: a) Marginal and joint posterior PDFs for the case where uncertainties in the

major element composition of the source are explicitly considered in the inversion. Con-

stant partition coefficients are assumed. Purple lines and dots denote the true values of

the parameters. b) As in a) but adopting P-T-C-dependent partition coefficients. See text

for details.
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Figure 7: Joint and marginal posterior PDFs resulting from inverting major elements only.

Pink circles indicate the true values of the parameters.
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Figure 8: Joint and marginal posterior PDFs given by a joint inversion of REEs and major

elements for Ztop, Tp and the Al2O3 and Na2O contents of the source. Pink circles indicate

the true values of the parameters.
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Table 2: Model parameters and bounds of the uniform priors used in this study. The

second and third columns corresponds to the reference values and prior ranges used in

the inversion of synthetic data. The fourth column refers to the lower and upper bounds

for REEs for the RGR example, which correspond to depleted MORB mantle (DMM)

of Workman and Hart (2005) and primitive mantle (PM) of Palme and O’Neill (2014),

respectively. Note that we interpret ztop to be the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary.

Parameter Value Prior range - Synthetic Prior range - RGR

ztop (km) 70 25–175 25–110

Tp (◦C) 1400 1200–1600 1250–1520

Al2O3 (wt%) 3.9 2.1–4.3 3.1–4.2

Na2O (wt%) 0.31 0.1–0.8 0.1–0.6

La (ppm) 0.683 0.0–1.0 0.192–0.700

Ce (ppm) 1.752 0.0–3.0 0.550–1.752

Pr (ppm) 0.265 0.0–1.0 0.107–0.265

Nd (ppm) 1.341 0.0–2.0 0.581–1.341

Sm (ppm) 0.434 0.0–1.0 0.239–0.434

Eu (ppm) 0.166 0.0–1.0 0.096–0.166

Gd (ppm) 0.585 0.0–1.0 0.358–0.585

Tb (ppm) 0.107 0.0–1.0 0.070–0.107

Dy (ppm) 0.724 0.0–1.5 0.505–0.730

Ho (ppm) 0.159 0.0–1.0 0.115–0.160

Er (ppm) 0.468 0.0–1.0 0.348–0.470

Yb (ppm) 0.477 0.0–1.0 0.365–0.480

Lu (ppm) 0.071 0.0–0.5 0.050–0.075

W0 (cm/y) 5

k0 (m−1) 10−8

n 3

µl (Pa s) 1

Rj (s−1) 10−12
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Figure 9: Marginal posterior PDFs for all seventeen model parameters given by a joint

inversion of REEs and major elements. Pink boxes represent the (uniform) prior distri-

butions used in the inversion. Red lines indicate the true values of the parameters. Joint

distributions and correlations between parameters can be found in the electronic annex.
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Table 3: Errors in computed melt composition due to uncertainties in the partition coef-

ficients.

Element Cpx ± 2STD Grt ± 2STD Error∗

La 0.0490 ± 0.0245 0.001 ± 0.0005 9.9 %

Ce 0.0876 ± 0.0438 0.005 ± 0.0025 12.8 %

Pr 0.1260 ± 0.0630 0.014 ± 0.0070 18.9 %

Nd 0.1878 ± 0.0939 0.052 ± 0.0260 15.8 %

Sm 0.3083 ± 0.1542 0.250 ± 0.1250 17.0 %

Eu 0.3638 ± 0.1819 0.496 ± 0.2480 16.3 %

Gd 0.4169 ± 0.2085 0.848 ± 0.4240 16.7 %

Tb 0.4030 ± 0.2015 1.477 ± 0.7385 18.2 %

Dy 0.5034 ± 0.2517 2.200 ± 1.1000 19.7 %

Ho 0.5034 ± 0.2517 3.315 ± 1.6575 20.6 %

Er 0.5437 ± 0.2719 4.400 ± 2.2000 22.2 %

Yb 0.5453 ± 0.2727 6.600 ± 3.3000 24.2 %

Lu 0.5373 ± 0.2687 7.100 ± 3.5500 24.1 %

∗These values refer to the error in computed melt composition as 1 STD.
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Figure 10: Data fits for the Rio Grande Rift samples from a joint inversion of REEs and

major elements. a) Observed REE data (green dots with error bars) and corresponding

marginal posterior PDFs. Note that in all cases, the means of the input data fall within

one standard deviation of the marginal posterior. b) As in a) but for major elements

(Cr2O3 was not considered in the inversion; a constant value of 0.2 wt% was assumed).

Except for Al2O3 and MgO, input data and marginal posteriors overlap at the level of one

standard deviation.
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Figure 11: Joint and marginal posterior PDFs given by the joint inversion of the Rio

Grande Rift samples. Marginal posterior PDFs for CI normalised REEs are shown in the

upper right panel. Only a subset of the seventeen model parameters is shown here. A

more complete depiction of the posterior PDF can be found in the electronic annex.
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Appendix A. Two-phase, disequilibrium melting model961

In section 2 we present the main equations for isentropic melting in a one-962

dimensional steady-state upwelling column. This appendix describes their963

derivation from a more general two-phase formalism. Table A.4 includes all964

the variables appearing in the formulation.965

Appendix A.1. Mass conservation966

Conservation of mass for a two-phase system composed of melt (l) and967

solid (s) phases reads968

∂(1− φl)ρs
∂t

+∇ · ((1− φl)ρsvs) = −Γ (A.1)
969

∂φlρl
∂t

+∇ · (φlρlvl) = Γ (A.2)

where φl is the melt volume fraction, ρ is density, v is velocity, and Γ is the970

rate of mass exchange between phases (or simply, the melting rate).971

We consider that the solid phase is comprised of several mineral grains j,972

each subject to a mass conservation equation of the type973

∂φjρj
∂t

+∇ · (φjρjvs) = −Γj (A.3)

Equation A.3 implies that mineral grains move according to the solid974

velocity. Note also that Γj refers to the mass lost/gained by each mineral975

specie j; therefore we have that
∑

j Γj = Γ.976

For a one-dimensional (depth-dependent only) steady-state case, Eqs.977

A.1, A.2 and A.3 can be integrated along z with the conditions φl(z = 0) = 0978

and vs(z = 0) = W0 at the bottom of the melting column (z = 0),979
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Table A.4: Main variables and definitions

Variable Description Unit

c Composition none

f Melt mass fraction nose

F Degree of melting nose

g Gravity m s−2

D Diffusion coefficient m2 s−1

K Partition coefficient none

k(φl) Kozeny-Carman type permeability function m2

r Radii of mineral grain m

R Diffusion-dependent exchange rate m2 s−1

P Pressure Pa

S Mass-transfer from instantaneous melt to isolated melt Kg m−3 s−1

Tp Mantle potential temperature C

w/W Melt and solid velocities m s−1

ztop Depth at which melting stops m

Γ Solid-to-fluid mass-transfer rate Kg m−3 s−1

µ Shear viscosity Pa s

ρ Density Kg m−3

φ Volume fraction none

Index

s, l Solid, liquid

eq, iso Melts allowed to equilibrate and isolated

b Chemical component

j Thermodynamic phase or mineral phase

0 Onset of melting

ave Averaged or pooled melts56



(1− φl)ρsW = ρ0
sW0 −

∫ h

0

Γdz (A.4)

980

φlρlw =

∫ h

0

Γdz (A.5)

981

φjρjW = φ0
jρ

0
jW0 −

∫ h

0

Γjdz (A.6)

where W and w are the solid and liquid velocities, respectively, and h is the982

final depth of melting. We define the degree of melting F (z) as the ratio983

between the total melt production flux and the flux of solid that enters the984

base of the column,985

F (z) =

∫ h
0

Γdz

ρ0
sW0

(A.7)

Similarly, for each mineral grain in the solid residue, we have986

Fj(z) =

∫ h
0

Γjdz

ρ0
sW0

(A.8)

and mass conservation imposes that
∑

j Fj = F .987

Combining Eqs. A.4, A.5 and A.6 with A.7 and A.8, we obtain the final988

mass-balance equations as functions of F ,989

(1− φl)ρsW = ρ0
sW0(1− F ) (A.9)

990

φlρlw = ρ0
sW0F (A.10)

991

φjρjW = ρ0
jW0

(
φ0
j − Fj

ρ0
s

ρ0
j

)
(A.11)

Equations A.9 and A.10 need to be complemented with a third equation992

to obtain melt fraction (φ) and solid and melt velocities (vs and vl) along993
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the melting column (for given F (z), ρs and ρl). Here we use Darcy’s law,994

where the velocity difference between solid and fluid is driven solely by the995

density difference. The segregation equation reads McKenzie (1984)996

0 =
d(W − w)

φl
+ (1− φl) (ρs − ρl)g (A.12)

where d is a symmetric, rheology-dependent, interaction coefficient and mod-997

elled as (Bercovici et al., 2001)998

d =
µsµlφ

2(1− φl)2

µlk(1− φl)φ2
l + µsk(φ)(1− φl)2

(A.13)

where k(φl) = k0(φl)
n is the Kozeny–Carman-type permeability law relating999

permeability and porosity k0(φl); n is a constant exponent. Here we take1000

n=3.1001

Appendix A.2. Chemical transport in disequilibrium1002

Conservation of mass for a given chemical component (e.g. both major1003

and trace chemical components) in the solid and liquid phases is given by1004

∂(1− φl)ρscbs
∂t

+∇ ·
(
(1− φl)ρscbsvs

)
= −Γb (A.14)

1005

∂φlρlc
b
l

∂t
+∇ ·

(
φlρlc

b
lvl
)

= Γb (A.15)

and since the solid phase is comprised of several mineral grains j, each is1006

subjected to a mass conservation equation for its chemical composition, cbj,1007

∂φjρjc
b
j

∂t
+∇ ·

(
φjρjc

b
jvs
)

= −Γbj (A.16)
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where cbs = 1
ρ

∑
j φjρjc

b
j. Because the chemical-mass lost by the solid, Γb,1008

is the aggregated contribution of each of its constituents, Γbj, chemical-mass1009

conservation imposes Γb =
∑

j Γbj. Details on how to model Γbj are provided1010

in the next section.1011

To account for disequilibrium processes, we adapt the disequilibrium melt-1012

ing model by Oliveira et al. (2020), and assume that i) the solid does not1013

interact chemically with all the melt that passes through it, and that ii) the1014

chemical interaction between solid and liquid phases is controlled by diffu-1015

sion of chemical species in the solid. Conceptually this corresponds to having1016

two different melt reservoirs flowing through the solid: one in chemical iso-1017

lation, and the other with diffusion-controlled chemical exchange with the1018

surrounding solid. We refer to these reservoirs as isolated and equilibrated1019

liquids, respectively. This approach is similar to two-porosity melting mod-1020

els (Iwamori, 1994; Liang and Parmentier, 2010), where melts are kept in1021

chemical isolation inside channels.1022

Conservation of mass for chemical component b must be calculated for1023

both liquid reservoirs, and the generalization of Eq. A.15 leads to,1024

∂φeqρlc
b
eq

∂t
+∇ ·

(
φeqρlc

b
eqvl
)

= Γb − cbeqS (A.17)

∂φisoρlc
b
iso

∂t
+∇ ·

(
φisoρlc

b
isovl

)
= cbeqS (A.18)

where φeq and φiso are the volume liquid fractions allowed to equilibrate and1025

that in chemical isolation, respectively. Because of mass-balance constraints1026

φeq+φiso = φl. S is the rate of mass exchange between both liquid reservoirs,1027

and cbeqS is the mass of chemical component b associated to this mass transfer.1028
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Similarly, mass conservation for the equilibrated and isolated liquid reads,1029

∂φeqρl
∂t

+∇ · (φeqρlvl) = Γ− S (A.19)
1030

∂φisoρl
∂t

+∇ · (φisoρlvl) = S (A.20)

For one-dimensional steady-state melting columns, Eqs. A.14, A.17, A.16,1031

A.18, A.19 and A.20 can be rewritten as1032

(1− φl)ρsW
dcbs
dz

= −Γb + cbsΓ (A.21)
1033

φjρjW
dcbj
dz

= −Γbj + cbjΓj (A.22)
1034

φeqρlw
dcbeq
dz

= Γb − cblΓ (A.23)
1035

φisoρlw
dcbiso
dz

=
(
cbeq − cbiso

)
S (A.24)

1036

φeqρlw = ρ0
sW0F −

∫ h

0

Sdz (A.25)

1037

φisoρlw =

∫ h

0

Sdz (A.26)

Appendix A.2.1. Γbj1038

To account for the chemical mass exchange between solid and the equili-1039

brated liquid phase, we split Γbj into two parts (Rudge et al., 2011),1040

Γbj = cbΓ,jΓj + J bj (A.27)

In Eq. A.27 we explicitly consider that chemical-mass transfer between1041

solid and equilibrated liquid phases occurs as a consequence of two distinct1042

processes: one with phase change (i.e. production of local melt, cbΓ,jΓj, where1043
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cbΓ,j represents the mass concentrations of the melt produced from mineral1044

phase j), and another without phase change (i.e. because of diffusive fluxes,1045

J bj ). There is no unique choice for the pair cbΓ,j and J bj .1046

A possible choice for cbΓ,j is to consider that the newly produced melt is1047

always in local equilibrium with the solid (i.e. an instantaneous fractional1048

melt),1049

cbΓ,j = cbj/K
b
j (A.28)

where Kb
j is the usual partition coefficient.1050

Alternatively, one could fix the solid composition as melting proceeds (i.e.1051

solid invariant melting) which leads to,1052

cbΓ,j = cbj (A.29)

Equations A.28 and A.29 represent two natural choices for the liquid1053

composition associated with melting based on the solid composition. There1054

is plenty of scope for further exploration of these laws.1055

For J bj , we use linear kinetics to approximate mineral–melt finite exchange1056

that arises from diffusion in minerals and/or dissolution–precipitation,1057

J bj = φjρjR
b
j

(
cbj −Kb

j c
b
eq

)
(A.30)

where Rb
j is the exchange rate constant for the chemical component of interest1058

between mineral j and the melt. As mentioned above, we consider that solid1059

diffusion (i.e. intra-diffusion) is the limiting factor controlling the exchange of1060

chemical components between mineral grains and melt. Thus, the exchange1061
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rate Rb
j is proportional to diffusion coefficient of the element of interest in1062

the mineral (Db
j), and inversely proportional to the grain size rj1063

Rb
j =

3βDb
j

r2
j

, (A.31)

where β = 5 is a geometric factor describing diffusion in a plane sheet, cylin-1064

der or sphere (e.g., Navon and Stolper (1987); Bodinier et al. (1990)). Hence1065

fast diffusivities or small grain sizes will tend to equilibrate the system (i.e.1066

cbj = Kb
j c
b
eq).1067

Appendix A.3. Final considerations and summary of governing equations1068

In this work we consider a one-dimensional upwelling column under steady-1069

state conditions. The system is comprised of an aggregate of mineral phases1070

j (i.e. an aggregate of ol, cpx, opx, grt, sp and plg phases forming the solid1071

phase) and two melt reservoirs, which we refer to as equilibrated and isolated1072

liquid. The former interacts chemically with the surrounding solid, whereas1073

the later is kept in chemical isolation. For the purpose of this work, we as-1074

sume that all the newly formed melts are kept in chemical isolation, which1075

implies that all the volume of liquid flowing through the solid residue corre-1076

sponds to the isolated liquid reservoir, i.e. φl = φiso and φeq = 0. Therefore,1077

the equilibrated melts correspond to the instantaneous melts formed dur-1078

ing partial melting, which are pooled with the isolated melts upwelling from1079

beneath as soon as they are formed, i.e. S = Γ. Note that depending on the1080

diffusivity of chemical component b in the solid phase, instantaneous melts1081

may or may not be in complete chemical equilibrium with the surrounding1082

solid.1083
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Following these considerations, the final systems of equations governing1084

the forward model in our inversions are1085

Mass conservation in residual solid, s:1086

(1− φl)ρsW = ρ0
sW0(1− F ) (A.32)

Mass conservation in liquid, l:1087

φlρlw = ρ0
sW0F (A.33)

Mass conservation in mineral grains, j1088

φjρjW = ρ0
jW0

(
φ0
j − Fj

ρ0
s

ρ0
j

)
(A.34)

Chemical-mass conservation in residual solid, s:1089

(1− φl)ρsW
dcbs
dz

=
∑
j

Γj
(
cbj − cbΓ,j

)
−
∑
j

φjρjR
b
j

(
cbj −Kb

j c
b
l

)
(A.35)

Chemical-mass conservation in isolated melt, iso:1090

φlρlw
dcbiso
dz

=
(
cbinst − cbiso

)
Γ (A.36)

where the instantaneous melt composition cbinst reads1091

cbinst =

∑
j Γjc

b
Γ,j +

∑
j φjρjR

b
jc
b
j∑

j Γj +
∑

j φjρjR
b
jK

b
j

(A.37)

Chemical-mass conservation in mineral grains, j:1092

φjρjW
dcbj
dz

= Γj
(
cbj − cbΓ,j

)
− φjρjRb

j

(
cbj −Kb

j c
b
inst

)
(A.38)
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Melt segregation:1093

0 =
µl

k0φn−1
(W − w) + (1− φl) (ρs − ρl)g (A.39)

Equations A.32–A.39 represent a set of eight equations for eight un-1094

knowns, namely liquid fraction (φl), mineral phase fractions (φj), chemical1095

composition of residual solid, liquids and mineral grains (cbs, c
b
inst, c

b
iso and cbj,1096

respectively) and solid and melt velocities (W and w). This set of equations1097

is solved for given sets of material properties (e.g. ρ, µ) and closure terms1098

(e.g. Γ, Γb).1099

Appendix B. Numerical solution of the forward problem1100

The computation of the forward problem is divided into four parts.1101

• First, given a a set of model parameters (i.e. Tp, ztop, Al2O3 and Na2O)1102

we compute the melting and chemistry function for major element com-1103

position as described in Section 2.2 using Perple X. In order to speed1104

up this step, we make use of lookup tables, which had previously been1105

computed in an offline stage. These lookup tables contain individ-1106

ual isentropic decompression melting models as a function of model1107

parameters, which have been discretised over a numerical grid. Prelim-1108

inary tests informed our discretization choice (to keep the numerical1109

error well below typical errors in the data). We use 5 ◦C, 1 km, 0.21110

wt%, and 0.05 wt% for Tp, ztop, Al2O3 and Na2O, respectively. From1111

these lookup tables we extract the information of six different melting1112

columns corresponding to the values of Tp-Al2O3-Na2O that fall clos-1113

est to trial set of parameters (i.e. the 6 vertices of the closest prism1114
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within the used Tp-Al2O3-Na2O discretization space). For each of these1115

8 melting columns we extract i) the mineral phase distributions φj and1116

their properties, ii) fluid and solid major element compositions cinst,1117

iii) degree of melting F , and iv) temperature profile along the melting1118

column (i.e. from the onset of melting all the way to ztop).1119

• Second, we obtain melt volume phil and melt and solid ascending ve-1120

locities W and w by jointly solving both mass and melt segregation1121

equations for each melting column.1122

• Third, we obtain the trace element composition of both solid and liquid1123

phases along the melting columns by solving the chemistry function for1124

each trace element as a function of their ascending velocities, volume1125

fractions, partition coefficients, diffusivities and other physical proper-1126

ties. This is done using a standard finite difference approach.1127

• Last, we compute the averaged major and trace element concentration1128

of the pooled magma using the mixing function of Eq. 14 for each1129

melting column, and then interpolating the result for the given set of1130

model parameters.1131
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